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This invention relates to a new bath system and 
method for treating metals and an universal alkaline salt 
composition for use therein in a fused state. More 
particularly, this new system comprehends electrolytic 
and non-electrolytic bath operations on ferrous and other 
metals using a new salt which is preponderantly caustic 
soda and which contains caustic potash andan alkaline 
earth metal halide. Still further‘, this new salt bath system 
enables such metals under selected conditions of operation 
to be cleaned, descaled, desanded and/or heat treated. 

There are a number of processes which employ sodium 
hydroxide alone or with other ingredients purportedly 
to clean or descale ferrous and non-ferrous metals in non 
electrolytic or electrolytic baths. In many cases, the 
compositions so used whether oxidizing or reducing in 
nature, relatively quickly becomecontaminated and ren 
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Figure l is an illustration in side elevation and partial 

section of one form of salt bath equipment, without .the 
cover thereon, which may be used to practice my new 
system under electrolytic conditions; ' 

Figure 2 is a section of the equipment shown in Figure 
1 taken along line II—II thereof; and 
Figure 3 is a plan view of the equipment shown in 

Figures 1 and 2. ' 

My new composition consists essentially. of caustic 
soda (NaOH), caustic potash (KOH) and an alkaline 

_ ‘earth metal ha 'de such as barium chloride (BaClz). 

. These ingredients of the new composition will gen- ' 

20 

‘ NaOH, about 95%; 

30 
der it dit?cult to produce clean work. Some saltrcom- . 
positions further require particular precautions to avoid ‘ 
undue build-up of an explosion potential or frequently can 
only be carried out at relatively low temperature or at 
low'rates of effective activity. In other cases using prior 
salt compositions, the work treated is stained _or left with 
an adherent coating, generally in the nature of an oxide, 
which is di?icult to‘ remove by conventional pickling 
methods. Examples of such prior practices are set forth 
in United States Patents Nos. Re. 22,887, 2,134,457, 
2,261,744, 2,311,099, 2,353,026 and 2,458,660... , 

In the new system of this invention, the difficulties and 
objections encountered in the practice of the foregoing 
prior operations are overcome. Thus, I have produced 
a new salt composition for use in a, fused state at tem 
peratures generally in the range from about 650‘? F. to 
about 1350° F. That 
in my new system under non-electrolytic or electrolytic 
conditions. In my operation, ‘I ?nd also that I may_em-' 
ploy lower temperatures for cleaning or lighter deoxidiz-' 
ing and somewhat higher temperatures for descaling or 
desanding. In the upper portion of the temperature 
range, annealing or tempering ‘of the work may also be 
achieved without any attack by the salt upon the base 
metal of the work in the course of its treatment by my 
new system. Generally, under electrolytic conditions, as 
distinguished from non-electrolytic operation, the tem 
peratures employed will be relatively lower for descaling 
or desanding and I avoid non-uniformity of result or other 
di?iculty by positioning the work between the electrodes 
without making it one of them. In addition to the prime 
quality of the work produced by it, my salt bath system, 
whether a non-electrolytic 
will resist oxidation and contamination and will‘retain its 
activity for greater periods of time for comparable ton 
nages treated. My new salt composition will also avoid 
becoming materially changed in the respective proportions 
of the ingredients in it. 

Other objects and advantages will be apparent from the 
following description and from the drawings, which are 
schematic only, in which 

new composition may belemployedv 

or an electrolytic operation, , 
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_ about 98%; KOH, about 1.5%; 
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. castings. 

My new composition may have the following respec 
tive proportions on a dry weight _basis—NaOH, from 
about 70% to about 95% ; KOH, from about 0.5% 
to about 12%; BaClz, from about 0.5% to about 20%. 

erally be of a commercial grade of purity which, for 
example, in the case of sodium hydroxide usually in 
cludes from 1/2% to as much as 3% of sodium chloride 
by weight. For non-electrolytic applications, my new 
composition may have a range of the foregoing ingredients 
in the following proportions on a dry weight basis—' 
NaOH, from-about 85% to about 95% ; KOH, from 
about 0.5% to about 4.5%; and BaClz, from about 0.5 % 
to about 12%. ,A particular charge for use as a fused 
salt may have a composition for non-electrolytic opera 
tion of the following proportions on a dry weight basis 

KOH about 4.5% and BaClz about 
0.5%. Similarly, for electrolytic applications, my new 
composition may have a range of proportions on a dry 
weight basis as follows—-NaOH, from about 70% to 
about 98%; KOH, from about 0.5 % to about 12%; and 
BaClz, from about 0.5% to about 20%. A‘vparticular 
charge for electrolytic operations may have a composition 
in following proportions on a dry weight basis—-NaOH, 

In the operation of my new system, a temperature 
range may be availed of between from about 650°- F. to 
about 1350” F., with a suf?cient time of treating in each 
case to produce the result desired on the work.’ The 
number and type of work of metals and metal alloys that 
‘may be treated, the oxide, scale, sand, or other surface 
conditions thereof, comprise factors in?uencing in the 
treatment of the work by my new system the particular 
temperature and time relation to be employed. Tem 
perature and time constitute conditions which to some / 
extent may be interchangeable in the course of the em 
ployment of my new system as will be well understood 
by those skilled in the art. In general, cleaning off of 
grease, paint or lacquer coatings, enamel or dirt, for ex 
ample, or the removal of ‘lighter oxides from the surface 
of, the work may employ a temperature from about 800° 
F. toabout 900° F. in anon-electrolytic operation where 
no simultaneous annealing or tempering is to be sought. 
For the removal of heavier oxides or scale or for‘desand 
ing castings, for example, a temperature range from 
about 800° F. to about 1050° F. may be utilized in non-' 
electrolytic applications. Another non-electrolytic oper 
ation of my new system under the conditions recited will 
reclaim rusty iron, steel and other'ferrous metal alloys 
such as thosefound in machine tools, nuts, bolts, shell 
cases and gun tubes to produce high quality scrap metal 

My new system will also re 
move all carbon in the form of graphite such as is some 
times found on the surface of the work such as cast iron 

base metal of the work. Temperatures between the melt 
ing point of the new composition, 
in'the neighborhood of 650° F. depending upon the re 
spective proportions of the ingredients therein, and about 
800° F. may be employed with a somewhat longer time _< 

and BaClz, about 0.5%. ' 

Higher temperatures within the broader range 1 
may .also be employed without adversely affecting the 

which usually will be . 
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of? treatment being accorded. In general, no temperature 
nor length. of timeto? treatment will exceed that-required» 
to obtain the desired result on the surface of the work. 
The time of the foregoing treatments may vary from 

a minimum of about 15 secondsv to a maximum of‘ about 
21/z1hours, during which the work will be immersed‘ in 
and‘. subjected‘ to- the’ action of my new salt- while in- a 
fused state in a suitable pot- or container. The tempera‘ 
ture of‘ the fused composition in‘ the containeris- general 
ly maintained as relatively constant as possible‘ by1 any 
of: the- various heating furnaces or other heatingvmeans 
available. 
Heat treatment, tempering or annealing of the work 

maybe accomplishediin ‘addition to cleaning,'deoxidizing, 
descaling, and/or des'anding. In the cases'rof such- heat‘ 
treatment utilizing a. fused salt. of my new system, the 
temperature range may- be varied‘ for the- e?ecr desired 
fromabout 1000‘? F. to' about 1325"v F; with-a maximum 
temperature of about» 1350° F. For example, spheroid~ 
izing._ may be» obtained by my new system’ on‘. ferrous 
plates or. strips; right from‘ the hot- rolling mills- at) a 
temperature, in the neighborhood of 1250” F. in a treat‘ 
mentiperiod‘ of‘. about one hour. Further, annealingw-ill 
generally. not; exceed a treatment period- of aboutv one 
hour: by-my new. system; Similarly, armor. plate may‘ be 
givenadrawback treatment at‘ a temperature of between 
from‘ about; 1050‘? E. toabout 1250“ F; for a relatively‘ 
shortlengthtofitime to develop the desired characteristics 
inthesteelv without impairing. its- other qualities. 
The desanding of castings or the descaling of=forgings=~ 

with. attendant heat treatment may be obtained in the 
approximate temperature range between from about‘ 
1059:’ Frtoabout. 1250° F. for a sufficient time. In‘ 
general, a. treatment timebetween fromabout 15 seconds 
toabout 2% hourszwill besu?icient. For‘example, gray: 
ironicastings .for. automobile transmissions may be treated- - 
underynon-electrolytic conditions in my newv salt bath 
systemnat;a,temperature of‘ about.1200°' F. for about 41/3‘ 
minutes: during. whichv time the metal is completely’an 
neale'd; stress-relieved, desanded. and- descaled. The-cast; 
ingsqaftenbeing‘removed from thebath are air cooled for 
aboutl" minutes, water. quenched at room- temperature‘: 
andthen given. about a thirty second dip-in 7%‘ warm» 
sulphuric,~,acid. The acid dip maybe followed‘by a=hot= 
water rinse=and1that in turn by a water solub'leoi-l dip to 
preteen the castings .against atmospheric corrosion- during‘_ 
storage._ The same castings may be descaled and de 
sanded'in- a non-electrolytic operation at altemperature' 
from-between about 850° F. to about‘ 900° F. If'stea‘m 
is introduced; into the: new: fused; salt bath the- sulphuric» 
acid; dips and water soluble oil dip maybe omitted and‘ 
the-castigrgswillbe- even lighter gray incolor. 

In the case;.of;some metals such aslstainlesssteel‘c'om. 
tainingioveri about'11%~ chromium, stress relief-‘cambe 
obta dQbybr-inging:thematerial up‘to a:stresswrelievingl_ 
temp lure; withoutv holding it atv that temperature. 
Such; for; example; isthecase with stainless" steel‘ wire 
whichqhasybeen coldworked. The stress introduced by’ 
the;cold'; working. can be removed- in‘ the-fusedv salt' bath» 
imlc$5i?13f1zl5 seconds; if it takes less time than thatv for 
the: wire to;.' reach bath’s- stressdrelieving- temperature‘. 
Theglongenperiods» of- time such as 21/2- hours? w'ould‘be‘ 
those- er-nployed, for example, in. batch as- distinguished" 
from-1 continuous- operations. In the descaling of‘? hot 
rolledgsteel bandstin acontinuous operation- by-mea'ns of" 
my new: system,. about.v thirty minutes‘v would‘ generally" 
berthernaximum time the‘ bands might be» maintained? in 
a moving. condition in the bath. 
My; new composition may also be usedin a fused? salt‘ 

bathioperatingiunderlelectrolytic conditions‘- By way of 
illustration-and not limitation, Figures 1' to 3‘ schematicalh' 
ly.ill,ustrat_e; a-,form-of. equipment usable for such» pure 
pogesé, ThuS,.aimetal‘container or vessel 10' usually-(made 
of .steel -haying_:vertical sides 11 and ends 12. maylb‘e'?ll'edl 
to;angapprepriatetlevel 13. withafused' salt'yof‘ myiwn'ew‘ 
composition; Foreignmaterial which-settles imthe bath?v 
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in the course of the use thereof will fall into the pans 
14‘ placed on the bottom of‘ the pct 10; Thereby, the 
scale, sand, oxide, rust and/ or other contaminant settling 
into the pans 14 can be removed periodically by removing 
the cover (not illustrated) of vessel 10 and lifting out the 
rolls before removing the pans. 14 by means of crane 
hook slings engaging the eye-lugs 15 fastened to the 
edges of. the‘ pans. 114. 

Stirring of the fused salt; bathrmay be obtained through 
the medium of an impeller 21 driven through shafts.22 
and‘ 23, universally coupled, together. A motor 24. may 
be employed to turn shaft 23 and rotate impeller 21. 
Sinker rolls 25 may be journaled on the respective sides 11 
of vesseli 10 to de?ne between them the level at which 
the work, such as ferrous strip-26, moves through the bath 
13. Guide rolls 2'7'and 28 may also be employed and ex 
tend between the sides 11 of the vessel 10 where they are 
suitably journaled. The rolls 28 also, tend to wipe off 
thev surface of work. 26 and reduce, the amount of.drag 
out of‘ salt‘ from the bath 131 Pinch rollers2‘9 drivenat 
a predetermined speed provide the motive power fon mov 
ing work 26 through the fused salt in vesselll) at a. rate 
determining the selected time of immersion of work.26., 

Steam or' water injection pipesv 39 may bev provided. 
extending. downwardly inside vessel 10 below level 13 
therein. Valves 31:‘ are provided in respect topipes- 30 
to regulate the flow of steam or water if any, which. may 
be passed‘ through the body of fused salt 13. If. water 
is injected“ as may be done in a majority of cases,. the 
valves 31* may‘ be needle valves in the water line under 
su?icient pressure so that there can be no blow-back into‘ 
the. water line; The water issuing from the needle valves 
may be‘ passed ‘into a coil immersed in ,the fused salt bath 
to convert the water int'o.v steam which will blow into 
the bath‘ itself.‘ in the controlled amounts desired... The 
converter coil" will not be madeof any electrodepositable 
metal such as copper whether the operation is under 
electrolytic or under non-electrolytic conditions. In place 
of, injecting water or steam into the- fused salt. bath,, 
hydrogen gas obtained from the cracking. of ammonia. 
or‘ natural‘ gas,’ may be injected. A. convenient test as 
to‘- whether' it may be desirable to-inject. any such sub 
stance ,may be obtained by dippinga piece of clean'metal 
into the bath to determine whether or not it wiilzbe 
stained withthe characteristic. tancolor of. sodium oxide 
by‘ such dipping. 

Electrical, conductor brackets 32 and. 33 may be. 
mounted 'ininsulators 3'4supported on the respective sides 
of"vessel.1'.0', The. brackets 32v maybealterna-ted along. 
each side of and across: vessel 10 with.bracketsi33.= Allv 
the brackets 3.2‘ may beco'nnected. in parallel. by'a con‘ 
duc'torf wire 36§to a positive direct currentsource such, 
as onefr'oma motor-generator set or an A. C. recti?er. 
Anodic, electrodes 37" are respectively suspended inside. 
ves'selyl'Oi from each- bracket 32 so that the lower portions: 
thereof: extend intothe-fused salt13 on oppositersidesof. 
the work.2f6. as it passes. between the sinker rolls, 25'; 
Similarly, thebrackets 33 areconnected in parallelby'a, 
conductor wire 38 to the negative pole. of. the directicurf 
rent source. 

salt‘v .13‘ adjacent to andon opposite sides of the¢work,.26; 
Work 26_never comes into contact withanyelectrode-37'v 
or 39'. Ifldesired, the electrodes?’f and 39' may, instead: 
offacing the-ed'gesof the work 26,be<positioned hori- 
zontally above and/below the work- 26iwithin the-body' 
of'jfused'. salt,13. In general, the use in.the' equipment:~ 
as‘ aforesaid .of anymetal such ascopper which mayt'end; 
to. el'ect'ropl‘ate; out of. they bath _ under. any; conditions: issto'.v 

be avoided“ 
In the operation of my new system under-electrolytic 

conditions utilizing equipment, one form of whichis illus‘ 
trate‘d-in Figures 1"t'o 3; cleaning,_deoxidizing,descaling 
and/ordes'anding mayv quickly, conveniently‘ and et?~ 
ciently be performed. In generalg'the‘ impressing of‘a 

Cathodic electrodes. 39 are. suspended from. 
cachicondilctorbracket 3'3' and also‘extendlinto the. fused, 
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voltage across that portion of the bath of my new salt in 
fused condition surrounding the work between the sinker 
rolls 25 at the time being will generally enable my new 
system to be carriedout at a somewhat lower temper 
ature or in somewhat less time or with a combination of 
both such advantages. Moreover, the electrolytic phase 
of my new system can be employed with advantage in the 
treatment of work the surface of which is extremely 
heavily rusted, scaled or. sanded. The action of my new 
composition in its fused state appears to be speeded up 
when electric current is ?owing between the electrodes 
such as the respective electrodes 39 and 37 through that 
part at least of the work suspended or moving \therebe 
tween out of contact with ‘any‘of those electrodes. .For 
example, except in the case of simultaneous heat treating, 
my new bath system under electrolytic conditions will 
generally not be held at a temperature exceeding about 
1150° F. Usually, a voltage across the respective elec 
trodes 37 and 39 of from about 2 to about 30 volts and 
a current which may go as high as several hundred 
amperes from a minimum of about 20 amperes will suffice. 
While the operation illustrated in the ?gures has been 
described in connection with the use of direct current, it 
is also possible to operate satisfactorily while reversing 
the polarity of the current to obtain a corresponding 
reversal of current ?ow through the ‘bath and the Work in 
the bath. . 

In the electrolytic phase of operations utilizing my new 
system, a temperature range between from about 700° F. 
to about 800° F. will usually be su?icient to clean or to 
remove sand or oxides in the form of scale from the 
surface of ferrous and nonferrous work of metal. The 
time of such treatment may be variedfrom about 15 sec 
onds to about 21/: hours, with satisfactory results in nor 
mal situations occurring in the course of a time of treat 
ment extending between from about 15 seconds to about 
20 minutes. Further, the increased activity of my new 
system under electrolytic conditions will enable the most 
adherent material on the surface of ferrous and neuter 
rousmetals including titanium and its alloys to be sub 
stantially loosened and removed. Moreover, it appears 
that if the current is left in an electrolytic operation 
although there is at that time no work in the fused salt 
bath of my new composition, the introduction of the next 
lot of work may be processed relatively even more 
quickly in achieving the desired removal of scale, for 
example. Possibly, this even more heightened activity 
results from an increased rate of reduction of the scale 
because of the presence in the bath of a relatively larger 
amount of alkali metal which would seem to be composed 
almost entirely at least of ‘the metal sodium. 

‘ In both non-electrolytic and electrolytic operations of 
my newsystem, vthere appears to be a reducing action or 
at least a suppression of any tendency of the fused salt in 
the bath to oxidize as well. as a suppression of contami 
nation therein or the undue ‘formation or suspension of 
sludgy or solid contaminants and reaction products. Such 
seems to be the case whether sand is being removed from 

' castings, or graphite or carbon, grease, dirt,.enamel, paint 
or other material'is being cleaned oif metal surfaces, or 
whether descaling is being undertaken. Without being 
limited to my theory of operation, it appears that my new 
fused salt bath systemvmay pick up some moisture from 
the air and that the alkali earth metal halide at least may 
also help to keep the bath in relatively clari?ed and stabi 
lized condition. Such stabilization is indicated by the 
activity of the new fused salt remaining vat satisfactory 
levels of operability. 

In some cases, whether in an electrolytic or non-electro 
lytic operation, some water or steam may be admitted to 
the fused salt bath as through pipes 30 when valves 31 are 
opened. The moisture so picked up or added never even 
approaches any quantity sufficient to render the fused salt 
bath an aqueous one in character. 
to help prevent any undue formation or build-up, possibly 

The moisture seems . 
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with the help, of the halide present, of sodium oxide. i 
have also found that for some situations, as in the case of 
heavy scale or thick sand coatings, sodium ?oride (NaF) 
may be a bene?cial addition ingredient in an amount by 
weight on a dry basis between from about 0.5% to about 
5%. In those cases, the sodium ?oride addition’appears 
to assist in the reducing and stabilizing action. 

In my new system, there will be a relatively low drag: 
out loss because of the character of the new system even 
in the case of the continuous treatment of strip as dis» 
tinguished from the batch treatment of castings, forgings 
or other individual pieces of work. Whenever the level 
of the salt bath in the containing pot or vessel begins to 
be appreciatively lowered after continued use, additional - 
salt in a dry state and conforming to my new composi 
tion being used may be added directly to the bath to raise 
the level to the desired point. Because of the resistance 
of my new salt bath system to. oxidation and contamina 
tion, treatment therein can be continued relatively speak 

. ing for longer periods and on greater tonnages than has 
heretofore been possible without adversely affecting the 

In the case of 
large tonnages or heavy pieces of work being treated at a 
single time, any tendency thereof to reduce the tempera 
ture of the fused salt bath as it is being immersed may be 
counteracted by preheating the work to the temperature 
of the salt bath. 
The following illustrations of the manner in which my 

new salt bath system will work are not to be deemed 
limitations in or on the practice thereof. Thus, in using 
my new salt having an approximate composition, dry and 
by weight, of NaOH, 90%; KOH, 6%; and BaClz, 4%, 
under non-electrolytic conditions, will treat gray iron 
castings to clean, thoroughly desand and heat treat them 
when immersed in a fused bath of such salt for a period 
of about 5 minutes at a temperature of about 1225 ‘’ F. 
Thereafter, the castings may be cooled in air for a short 
period, quenched in water, given a neutralizing rinse in 
dilute mineral acid such as sulfuric acid or hydrochloric 
acid, water rinsed, dried and given a soluble oil dip to 
prevent corrosion in storage. 

Again, a fused bath having my new salt with an ap 
proximate composition on a dry weight basis of—NaOH, 
88%; KOH, 6%; BaClz, 5%; and, with an addition in 
gredient in the form of, NaF, about 1%, will remove all 
trace of surface graphite from gray iron and alloy castings 
in less than 5 minutes when treated, under non-electrolytic 
conditions, between from about 850° F. to about 1150° F. 
Such treatment of the castings for about 4 minutes from 
about 1150° F. to about 1250° F. will further uniformly 
anneal such castings as well as clean them. Ordinary 
hot-rolled carbon steel treated off the hot mills at about 
950° .F. for about 2 minutes will be freed of oxides fol 
lowing which the steel may be water-quenched and dipped, 
for example, in dilute (e. g. 8%) sulfuric acid or muriatic 
acid for about 1 minute. Similarly, low chrome steels 
(4% to 6% Cr) treated for about 7 minutes at about 
950° P. will be cleaned of heavy scale following which ~ 
they generally will be water-quenched and dipped in di 
lute mineral acid at about 150° F. for about 2 minutes 
leaving a White unetched surface. The foregoing il 
lustrations are also under non-electrolytic conditions. 
As illustrations of possible electrolytic applications of 

my new system, a salt mixture having an approximate 
composition, on a dry weight basis of, -NaOH, about 
92%; KOH, about 2% and BaClz, about 6%, will, when 
reversing the respective direct current anodes like elec 
trodes 37 cathodes like electrodes 39 atone-minute in 
tervals, remove scale from stainless steel work in about 5 
minutes utilizing a temperature in the range between from 
about 750° F. to about 1000" F. Such treatment for ‘ 
about 10 minutes reversing the polarity of the electrodes 
midway through the treatment period will not only re 
move such scale but also leave a glossy ?nish on the work 
being treated. A temperature in the neighborhood of 



950° in theafusedI-saltf bath o?l'my'new system; under 
electrolytic conditions: will generally; be; an: optimum‘ one; 
whenever heat treating: is: not simultaneously‘ intended-tot 
bo' ‘ achieved.‘ 

Another electrolytic application: utilizing: my; new' salt 
with: the-immediately‘ foregoing; approximate‘ composition 
and with the admission of‘ steam toithe- fused bath, will; 
completely remove: scaleifrom. stainlessiste'ellwork. in‘. about 
6/m‘inute's1ati a‘.- temperature between: from aboutv 7 50°‘ F. 
totabout 1000°"F., the polarity of the respective electrod’esl 
being: reversed; at the 1 end. of: successive intervals such' as 1 
minutepZ‘minutes; 1 minute andi 2‘ minutes=ofv operation 
respectively. A- maximum o? 10" minutes of such1 treat-A 
mentlwillz usually'su?ice in even the'most-i di?icult cite-1 
mova'li problems: The immediately‘foregoing treatment 
byf my ' new system. may: be : followed" by’ water quenching 
the work; ands‘ then: dipping it into) dilute (e. g. 5%)‘ sul- 
furici acid' then into: dilute-nitric acid‘to which: some hydro- 
?uoric‘ acid‘may' be’ addedt. The-afteretreatmentsiof the‘ 
wm-k after being subjected? to‘ my: new‘ salt'bathv system is‘ 
a: matter: which‘. will: be well! understood by-* those‘ in‘ the 
after-treatment art: My new’treatmentlleavesi-the workv 
in; such‘. condition that? no. unusual, . protracted? or unduly 
expensive: after-treatments: are-required to leave the sur» 
face of; workimetallurgically- neutral; clean‘- andi dry. 

It.r will" be: clean that‘ my new salt? composition‘ and1treat- 
ing system may be used in a variety of applications on‘ a‘ 
variety ofv types~ of‘ metal work. without departing from 
the scope hereof. Thus, in the-reclaiming of ~metals; my" 
system can. be employed for the removal of grease, dirt‘, 
enamel, or frit', or to' strip paint-on lacquer- from metal? 
parts‘andisurfac‘es. It may also‘l‘reused7 for the removal?‘ 
of: rust‘ (retool, lead‘ coatings, graphite, silicon, or car' 
bon: compounds andv to’ prepare‘ metalv surfaces‘ for sub- 
sequent galvanizing, tinning or other" coating or treat 
ment'. In‘ the. case of castings my invention can bev used-v 
tov remove the sand therefrom and, if’ desired‘, at the 
same‘ time to heat treat1 such casting; In- the case of’ 
forgings, my newv system can be‘us‘ed‘ to remove scale 
therefrom and! again, if desired‘, to anneal“ or otherwise 
heat treat the forgings. Myvv invention will work‘ sub 
stantially’ on all types‘ of’ steels- and" alloys and in con 
tinuous strip~or- batch: operations. The new composition‘ 
anditreating‘system set-forth herein are not'to be' limited‘ 
by the mere uses toiwhich such may be applied, or’ by‘ 
mere variations in= the~ proportions of the‘ ingredients; or‘ 
by‘ changes in the operating conditions’ under whichithe' 
compositions are to~be used‘, or' the" type of work treated, 
toi'the‘w extent that such arc'within'the spirit'of this inven: ’ 
tion and the‘ scope ofthe- appended claims‘. 

1'1 claim: 
1‘. In a salt bath system, a composition consisting es 

sentially‘of, sodium hydroxidev from about‘70'%1 to about 
98%;. potassium hydroxide’v from‘ about 0.5% to about. 
12% and‘ the balance’substantially‘an alkaline‘ earth metal 
halide‘; 

2. In a salt-‘bath‘system, a composition consisting essen 
tially'of, sodium hydroxide from about 70% to about 98% , 
potassium‘ hydroxidefrom about 0.5% to.about 12% and 
barium-chloride‘ from‘ about 0.5% to about. 20%. 

3. lira: salt bath system, a composition consisting es 
sentially'of; sodium hydroxide. from about 85%. to about’ 
95%, potassium hydroxide from about 0.5% to about. 
4.5%" and barium chloride from about 0.5% to about. 
12%., such saltto‘ be used in a fused state. under non~ 
electrolytic conditions. 

4". In a- salt bath system, a composition consisting es—~ 
sentially of, sodium hydroxide, about 95%.; potassium 
hydroxide, about.4.5t%-;;and barium chloride, about.0.5%; 
such. saltbeing adapted to be used. in: a fused. state’ under: 
non-electrolytic conditions. 

5. Inga salt bathisystem,a.composition. consisting: es‘r 
sentially, of,’ sodium hydroxidefronnabout 170% . to: about. 
98%;, potassium; hydroxide, from; about; 0.5%; to- about“ 
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12%,. and; barium: chloridev from: about; 0.5%; to about‘. 
20%;, such salt being adapted to: be‘: used; in: a fused: state" 
under electrolytic conditions. 

6.. In. a salt‘: bath system, a‘. composition‘ consisting esw 
sentially' of,‘ sodium. hydroxide, about. 98%;; potassium: 
hydroxid'e',,ab‘out1.5.%; an'dban'um chloride,~ about 015%., 
such salt: being adaptedlto. beused‘in‘ a‘. fused‘staterunder' 
electrolytic conditions. 

7;. In. a. method: for metal: treatment. by an. anhydrous; 
salt bath. system, the steps comprising, immersingr work‘ 
of metal having a surface to be-cleaned in. atfusedi com. 
position consisting: essentially‘ of sodium hydroxide as the 
preponderant' ingredient, potassium hydroxide‘v and an 
alkaline; earth metal halide at. a temperature between 
about: 650"’ E1 and about: 1350-“ F. for‘ a sufficient time 
to clean said surface‘. 

8. In a‘ method for metal treatment by'an anhydrous; 
salt‘ bath system, the steps‘ comprising, immersing work; 
of metal having‘ a: surface to be cleaned of" grease, dirt 
and-lighter‘ oxides in a‘ fused composition consisting-‘est 
sentially of' from about170% to about 98% of sodiunrhy= 
droxide: as the preponderant ingredient, from 0.5% to» 
12% ofpotassium hydroxide and the balance'substantially 
an‘ alkaline. earthv metal. halide at a. temperature from 
about: 800.“ F. tov about 900° F. for a suf?cient time to1 
complete the cleaning of said surface‘. 

9. In a method for metal treatment by an anhydrous-v 
saltv bath system, the steps'comprising, immersing work 
of metal‘ having a surface to be' descaled in‘ a fused com-= 
position.consistingessentiallyof'from about 70% to about 
98% of sodium hydroxide as' the: preponderant ingre 
dient, from. 0.5%‘ to‘ 12% of potassium: hydroxide and 
the:balancesubstantially an alkaline earth metal‘ chloride‘ 
at atemperature’ from: about 9007" F. to'- about" 1050"" F'. 
for a>sut?cient time to descale said surface. 

10. In-ai method’ for' metal treatment by an anhydrous? 
salt bath. system, the steps comprising, immersing work‘ 
of. metal‘. having. a» surface to be- deoxidize'd in‘ a fused? 
composition consisting essentially of from about 7096- to 
about 98%: of sodium hydroxide as the‘ preponderant in 
gredient', from. 0.5%‘ to 12% of potassium‘ hydroxideand" 
the balance substantially an alkaline earth~metali chloride‘ 
atiatemperature from about 650° F. to about‘ 135.0"' F; 
for‘ a‘. period of timefrom about 15 seconds to about; 21/2‘ 

‘ hours until said1 surface is>deoxidizedL 
ll. In a method- for metal treatment by an anhydrous: 

salt bath system, the steps comprising, immersing" work" 
offmetal. to be’ heat treated and having a surface to' be‘ 
deo'xidize'd'in a fused composition consisting essentially’ 
of from about 70%to about'98%‘ of sodium hydroxideas 
the preponderant‘ingredient, from 0.5% to 121%‘ of potas> 
sium hydroxide and‘ the‘ balance substantially an‘ alkaline 
earth‘. metal halide- at‘ a1 temperature-from about £000" F. 
to‘ about. 1300"" F. fora" sufficient time to deoxidize- said‘? 
surface and heat treat‘. said. work: 

12. In‘ a1 methodlform'etal treatment by an anhydrous 
salt bath- systennthe steps comprising immersing castings‘ 
andthelike-of metal having'a surface to be d'esand'ed-iit a‘ 
fused composition consisting essentially? of‘ from about 
70_% to‘ about 98% of- sodium. hydroxide’ as the’ pre*_ 
ponderant' ingredient, fromiabout'0l5% to 12%’ ofjp’otasa 
sium' hydroxide and‘. the balance substantially‘ an alkaline 
earth metal halide at a. temperature’ from‘ about 900"’PE 
to‘ about‘ 1350"" F. for a su?icient time‘ to- desand‘ said 
surface. 

13. In a‘ method for metal treatment by an‘anliydrous' 
salt‘ bath. system, the>steps= comprising immersingwork of’ 
metal having a surface to be cleaned in‘ av fused’ salt bath" 
consisting essentially of: from‘ about 70%= to about‘ 98%‘ 
of ‘sodium3 hydroxide! as‘ the'prepond'erant ingredient; from' 
about 0.5% to 12% of potassium- hydroxide; 015% to 
550% sodium fluoride‘,~ and barium‘ chloride’ as the bal» 
ance, at‘ a' temperature'fi'om' about 650 °‘ to about 1350*’“Fi' 
for a- su?icient time to'clean' said‘ surface; 

l4; In ametiiod'f‘or'metal treattncnt‘ib‘y an‘ anhydrous‘ 
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salt bath system, the steps comprising, immersing work 
of metal having a surface to be cleaned in a fused com 
position consisting essentially of from about 70% to about 
98% of sodium hydroxide as the preponderant ingredient, 
from about 0.5% to 12% of potassium hydroxide and 5 
the balance substantially an alkaline earth metal chloride ‘ 
at a temperature frorntabout 650° F. to about 1350” F., 
introducing steam into said fused salt bath during said 
immersion and continuing said immersion for a time 10 
su?icient to clean said surface. 
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